
Earned Junior Year Applied/Earned Senior Year

College applications

Be able to claim recipient of the AICE 

Diploma on college application. *Academic 

Award/Achievement

Not able to claim recipient of the AICE 

Diploma; even if you have enough AICE 

Diploma points in the required categories. 

Rationale: the AICE Diploma is an "entry" during an AICE Exam Series, and it must 

be entered along with at least one exam to be considered for the AICE Diploma, and 

awarded the AICE Diploma. 

Bright Futures Scholarship

Only need 100 hrs (peace of mind); 

recommend submitting to counselor by Dec. 

1st to show up in BFS portal in Spring upload.

Will not know until scores released in August 

following graduation. *Plus submission of BFS 

volunteer/work hours 

Note: Regardless of when AICE Diploma is earned, BFS does not confirm until after 

graduation (HS diploma is another requirement) BFS does not receive notification of 

AICE Diploma recipients until the Spring. *BFS not updated until after August 31st 

deadline. 

Scholarship Application

Be able to claim AICE Diploma recipient as an 

Academic Award on your scholarship 

applications

Not able to claim recipient of the AICE 

Diploma on scholarship applications

Graduation Regalia Will receive the AICE Stole. Will receive the AICE Stole. 

Note: Cambridge Curriculum Completer is a third designation for students that have 

completed the Cambridge Curriculum by the end of their senior year, but do not 

qualify to be entered for AICE Diploma senior year. *Cambridge Curriculum 

Completer will receive AICE Stole. 

Graduation Program
"AICE Diploma Recipient" designation on the 

Class Graduation Program

"AICE Diploma Candidate" designation on 

the Class Graudation Program. 

Rationale: An AICE Diploma Recipient is awarded by Cambridge International. Until 

results from AICE exam series have been released and the student is considered an 

AICE Diploma "candidate". Since the June AICE exam results are not released until 

August, the graduate will be desingated as an AICE Diploma candidate if entered for 

the AICE Diploma senior year. *Cambridge Curriculum Completer designation on 

program for graduates completing the Cambridge Curricululm but ineligible for AICE 

Diplom entry senior year. 

AICE Diploma Award Levels

AICE Diploma: Junior Year VS Senior Year

Estero High School will pay for your AICE Diploma entry one time. Therefore, if you apply for the AICE Diploma entry your junior year and are not awarded the AICE Diploma junior 

year, you will be required to pay the AICE Diploma entry fee senior year.                                                                                                                                                                                          
*AICE Diploma entry fee is currently $132 (June 2024 exam series)   

Three levels of AICE Diploma Award levels: Distinction/Merit/Pass. Once AICE Diploma is awarded, point accumlation towards Diploma Certificate "AWARD LEVEL" stops 

accumulating. *Top 7 scores from Global, Group 1, Group 2, Group 3, plus 3 from any group used to calculate Award Level (using each course syllabus once).


